
Lengths and numbers

What is the length ofthe diagonal ofa rectangle oflength
4 metres and breadth 3 metres?

SincelBC is a right angled triangle, we have,

Aa=AB,-B(]=4,+32=25
using the Pythagoras Theorem. From this, we get

lC: 5 metres.

What ifthe sides are 1 metre and I metre?

Then the square ofthe length ofthe diagonal is

,lr' o l<l'+ [4] = I - ro = iu

so that the lenglh oIthe diagonal ir ] . r I r.r.s.

Now what about the diagonal ofa square ofside 1 metre?

As before, we find the square ofthe diagonal as

Need for numbers

Natural numbers are used to denote the
results of counting such as the number
of children in a school, the number of
schools in Kerala, the number ofstars in
the sky and so on.

But when we measure things such as

the length of a classroom in metres or
the amount of milk in a bottle in litres,
the results may not be natural numbers.
In such cases. fractions are needed.
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On squares

Why is it that the squares of even
numbers are even and squares of odd

numbers odd? Let's check this using

algebra.

Let x be an even number. That means, it
can be divided by 2 without remainder.

In other words, the result of dividing r
by 2 is also a natural number. If we call

it y, then = .1, and so x = 2y. This

x'= 4f

So, x2 can be divided by 4 without
remainder and hence can be divided by
2 without remainder.

Now let r be an odd number. Then ;r

Ieaves remainder 1, on division by 2.

(The remainder cannot be anlthing else.)

If we denote the quotient by y, then

x=2y+l
_1: - (2y + l):

-4f+4y+ I

-4Lf+l)+ 1.

From this, we see that xt also leaves

remainder 1, on division by 2.

x
1

glves

12 + 12 =2

So what is the length ofthe diagonal?

In other words, what number has square equal to 2?

No natural number has square 2 (Why?)

Is the square ofany fraction equal to 2?

Let's see what should be the specialities ofthe numerator

and denominator ofsuch a fraction.

Every fraction can be reduced to its lowest terms; that is, it
has a form in rdrich the numerator and denominator have no

common factor (other than 1). Let's suppose this form ofthe

fraction we are seeking {a fraction whose square is 2 t. is }.
So, ;r andy are natural numbers without any common factor.

What are the peculiarities ofx andy?

That is,

whichgives

x2 = 2)2

What does this mean?

The natural numbert' is got by multiplying the natural number

I by 2. That means, x2 is an even number. What about n?

The squares of odd numbers are odd and the squares of
even numbers are even. Since x2 is an even number, x must

also be an even number.

We know that;r andy have no common factors; and.r is an

even number. So, y cannot be an even number. (For any pair

ofeven numbers, 2 is a common factor, right?) Thusy is an

odd number

In other words, for the fraction we are seeking, the numerator

is an even number and the denominator is an odd number

lr12
\r) ='
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Can we find anything more? l-et's continue our investigation.

Since.r is an even number, we can write

x =22

where z is also a natural number.

Now in our first equation x2 = 2f ,we can use 2z instead

of .lr.

This gives

(22)'1=$,

That is

42" - lv.

and this gives,

,) - -) -)

This meansf is an 
",r"n 

nu-b., urld so as in the case of:r,

we see thaty is also an even number.

But this cannot be right, since we have noted earlier thaty is

an odd number.

What happened here? If a fiaction in its lowest terms has its

square eqrnl to 2, then we first found that the denominator is

an odd number; on flfther investigation, we also found that

this denominator is also an even number. It is impossible for a

number to be both odd and even.

"'i, The square oJ anyfraction is not 2.

l;t
But in our square ABCD,we dohave, AC =2.

So, what is the problem?

The length ,4 C carurot be represented by any fraction.

Thus we see that

All lengths cannot be represented by rational numbers.

lnotionol Numbors

False beliefs

Duringthe sixth century BC, Plthagoras
and his disciples believed that all
measurements could be compared using
natural numbers. More precisely, this
belief was that any two measures could
be denoted by a ratio ofnaturalnumbers.

Butthe ratio ofthe lengths ofthe diagonal

and side of a square cannot be
represented by natural numbers. Ifthis
ratio can be represented as a : 6, where
a and b are natural numbers, then the

lenglh ofthe diagonal must be f,times
the length of the side. But then this

means. the square otttre diagona I is 
1-! J

times the square ofthe length ofthe side.

Since the square of the length of the

diagonal is twice the square ofthe length

of the side. t his means li] - 2. We have

seen that this is impossible.

This discovery is usually attributed to

Hippasus, himself a disciple of
Plthagoras.

Two measures, like the lengths of the

diagonal and the side ofa square, whose

ratio cannot be expressed using natural
numbers, are called incommensurable

magnitudes.
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Birth of numbers

Convert everything to numbers; and

through these numbers and their mutual
relationships, try to understand the
world-this is the primary concern of
mathematics.

Depending on the nature ofthe quantity

measured, different kinds of numbers
would have to be made. In the early
ages, when man wandered about eating

only what nature offered, he needed only
to count -the number of people in a

tribe, the number ofcattle in a herd and

so on.

Sometime around 5000 BC, man started

exlensive agriculture, living in permanent

settlements along the banks ofthe great

rivers. At this stage, he needed to mark
fields and build houses, and for this he

had to measure lengths, areas, volumes

and so on. It was then that fractions
were created. Fractions were also
necessary in the calculation of fair
shares.

When it was realized that not all
measures could be represented by
natural numbers or fractions, the idea

of inational numbers was developed.

ln later days, new numbers were created

not only for physical needs, but for
convenience in mathematics also.
Negative numbers and complex numbers

were thus created. It is interesting to note

that even these kinds of numbers arc

found to be very much useful in other

sciences such as physics.

New numbers

We saw that the length ofthe diagonal ofa square ofside 1

camot be represented by a rational number. So, to denote

this length, we need a new kind ofnumber. Since its square

is 2, we denote this number by .r[ .

There are otheilengths also, which cannot be represented

by natural numbers or fractions. Let's look at an example.

Draw a right angled triangle with the length ofperpendicular

sides 1. As seen now, the length ofthe hypotenuse is l2 ,

isn'tit?

Now draw another right angled triangle on top ofthis as

shown below:

What is the length of the 1

hlpotenuse ofthis new triangle?

By the $'thagoras Theorem, the square ofthe hlpotenuse is

(Jr)'+12-2+1=3

We can prove that the square ofany rational number is not
3, by slightly modifuing our proofofthe lact that the square

of any rationa.l number is not 2. (Try!)

:,r
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lnotionol

What name can we give to the number denoting this length?

Since its square is 3, we call it f .

Can you draw some other lengths which cannot be

represented by rational numbers?

. How do we draw a line of length .rB centimetres?

. Draw a square ofarea 7 square centimetres. (see the

section, Triangular relation ofthe lesson, \thagoras
Theorem in the Class 7 textbook.) How do we write

the length ofone side ofthis square?

' How do we draw a line of length .r/1 1 centimetres?

' Can you give two diflerent methods of drawing a line

oflength J13 centimetres?

Counting numbers and fiactions, together with their negatives

are collectively called rational numbers, right?

Numbers which are not rational are c alled irrational.

For example, Jd and.5 are inational numbers.

Closer and Closer

We have seen thal the square ofany rational number is not 2.

But we can construct a sequence ofrational numbers, whose

squares are closer and closer to 2. Let's see how. If we

divide the interval between 1 and 2 into 10 equal parts, we

get the rational numbers

,l .2 .\ ,4,5 .b ,7 .8 ,s
'r0''r0''t0''r0''r0''10''10''10''r0'

These can also be written

r.r,1.2, 1"3,1.4, 1.s, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9.

Look at their squares:

(1.1)',

(1 z)',

(1 3)'

(1 4)'

( 1 .5)'

1.21

1.4!

1.69

1.96

2.25

Irationals in paper

Nowadays we mostly use ,{4 paper for
writing. This is a term denoting the size

ofpaper and its aspect ratio.

Each type ofpaper in the series named

A0, A l, ,A2 and so on, has haif the size

ofthe previous one,

AO

AI

A2

Also, the length to breadth ratio ofeach
ofthis type of paper is the same.

If we denote the length and breadth of
one such type ofpaper by; and y, then
the length and breadth ofthe next one

I

in the series are y and jx.

tt
ll"

v
Since the length to breadth ratio is the
same, we get

Frcm dris, w e see dutr': 2y and So.

Thus the aspect ratio of all sizes of
papers in the A-series is f : l.

Another lact: the area oF A0 paper is
I square metre. So, what is the length
and breadth ofA4 paper?

x: !
y Lt"2

x_
y "t.

tsl



Algebra and Pythagoras

We know tliat for any two numbers .x

andy,

.r']-l = (x +y) (x -1)
Using this, we can see that for any
numberx,

..),2/r+l I /r-lll_ I _l_ | =r\:/ l:/
Using this and the Pythagoras Theorem,

we can draw squares of any area.

For example, suppose we want to draw

a square of area 5 square centimetres.

By the above equation,

< 12 )2

So, by Pythagoras Theorem, the square

on the third side of the right angled

triangle with hypotenuse 3 centimetres

and a shorter side 2 centimetres, is 5

square centimetres.

We have seen how such a triangle can

be drawn in Class 7.

Now we need only draw a square on the

third side.

2sn

2 cn)

From this we see that

2 - (r .4)2 = 0.04

That is, the difference between 2 and the square of 1 .4 is

only 0.04. Can we make the difference smaller?

Suppose we divide the interval between 1.4 and 1.5 into 10

equal parts?

We get the numbers, lL41,1.42, . ,1.49. What about

their squares?

1.41' - 1.9881

1.42'1 = 2.0164

and so

2 - (1 .41)'z = 0.01 19

Continuing like this, we get

2-(1.41.4)') = 0.000604

2 - (1.4142)'z = 0.00003836

and so on.

What do we see here?

The squares ofthe rational numbers 1.4,1.41,1 .414, L4142,

... get closer and closer to 2.

This lact, we write in shortened lorm as

.lZ = t.4142...

Similarly, we can find for example,

Jj - t.7320s...

Jt =2.23606. .

That is, the squares ol the rational numbers 1.7, 1.73,

1 .732. . . . geI closer and closer to 3 and the squares ofthe

rational nnmbers 2.2,2.23,2.236, . . . get closer and closer

to 5.



Approximate values

We saw that the squares of the numbers

| .4, | .41 , 1.414, ......

get closer and closerto 2. These ralional numbers are called

approximate values of .r[ .

More precisely, 1.414 is the (approximate) value of u[
correct to three decimal places.

So, from what we have seen earlier, what is the value of uf
correct to five decimal places?

And the value of f correct to four decimals?

Let's look at some examples.

' Find the perimeter ofthe triangle shown below:

:D\
3cm

Since it is a right angled triangle, we can calculate the

hJpotenuse using Plthagoras Theorem.

Hypotenuse = u/i:; = "6 
cm.

Now we can find the perimeter.

Perimeter=2+3+ JL =5+ 
"/iJ

We can find 1fi using a calculator or computer.

Jr: = 3 6055

Since it is diflicult to measure lengths less than a millimetre,

we need only take up to the first decimal. So,

Perimeter = 8.6 cm

Here, the symbol '^:' means "approximately equal to".

(Thus we can read the above equation as, "the perimeter is

approximately 8.6 centimetres".)

hrotionol Numbers

Ancient math

Efforts to approximate the length ofthe
diagonal ofa square started much before
Hippasus. The picture below shows a

Babylonian clay tablet, dated to around
2000 BC.

It shows a square and its
diagonals. The number

30 is marked near one

s ide of the square.
There are two rows of
numbers on the

diagonal; 1,24, 51, 10 at the top and 42,
25,35 at the bottom. To understand these,

we must note that the ancient
Babylonians wrote numbers, based on
60.According to this system, the number
at the top is

t 11 - lf-"19 = r4r-r.r:e' 60 60,

And the number at the bottom is

t) ,5 15

;; ' ;; + in,-070710648
Using a modern calculator, we can see

that

6 =. 1 414?11i

I

J' - 0.70710678

The lengh ofthe side ofthe square in

. So, the length of

the diagonal can be computed as

I
rt = ,2. Thus. in the presenl notalion.

the tablet takes f - 1.4142129, and,

computes the length of the diagonal as

0.70710678.

thetableto:3=+

It*

,:i .l
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An old method
As early as 1500 BC, the Babylonians
had found a method to find fractions
whose squares get closer and closer to a
specified number. The second stage of
this method can be lound in Buudhayana
sulbasutra of India, dated to 800 BC-

This was developed in full generaliry by

the Greek mathematician Heron in the
first century AD.
This method can be described in modern
notation as follows: Suppose we wart to
find a sequence of fractions whose
squares get closer and closer to the
number a. Start with an arbitrary rational

number,x,. The next number x, is found
AS

t ( 
".]r,=; I \*.' . \ tl

The third number x- is lound from x, in
the same manner:

t ( ol*,=2 l,r_rl
Continuing like thi, rv" g.t r,, ,r, r,, . . .

and the squares ofthese rational numbers

get closer and closer to a.

Let's check this for a = 2- Starting with
xr = 1, we get

-Y, = ]

1-,'
fi = t.uaea...

577 - I..:114215...

1lr*?l - l2l l, 2

rrl.l) r7
r , ?l- r)

t (11 24) s11

' 2lr2 17, 408

Let's look at the decimal form of these

fractions also

. Find the perimeter ofa square ofarea 10 square metres.

What is the length ofa side ofthis square?

So, what is the perimeter? ln metres, it is

Jm + 
"/10 

+.,,/iO- +..,/j0

We write repeated addition as multiplication, right? So, we

can wdte

u/ib + u10 +.,/ib + 
"/ib =4""40

As in algebra, we usually write 4 x .r/1g as 4 !/i 0 .

Using a calculator, we can find

,lto 3.1622 .....

Since the lengths are in metres, to make it accuate up to

millimetres, we must use three decimai places. Thus the

perimeter is approximately 4 x 3.162 metres = 12.648 metres.

Now trythese problems on your own:

. The hlpotenuse ofa right angled fiangle is 3.5metres

long and another of its sides is 2.5 metres long.

Calculate its perimeter corlect to centimetres.

. Compute the perimeter of the quadrilateral with
measures as given below, comect to centimetres:

lm

The sides ol a square are 4 centimetres long. The

midpoints of the sides are joined to form another
square as shown below

What is the perimeter ofthe smaller square?

,, .j
!:.jl{ql .:l

e.is 'l



lnotionol l{umbors

The figure below shows a square, each ofwhose sides

is 3 centimetres long. Each side is divided into three

equal parts and these points are joined to form an

octagon:

H

G

What is the perimeter of the octagon?

Product of irrationals

Whatis la x u!?

Since la - 2 and J9 - J. *e have

J+ " ",lg -2x3-6
What about{ 

" 
9 ?

Jq"s= g6 =e

What do we see here?

J4"Js-J4",

Since x':72 = (ry,)z , we

Like this, check whether nltE "Jx and u4erx are equal.

Is this true for a1l numbers?

Let's do this using algebra. First we look at perfect squares.

For positive numbers x andy, we have 
'F = r and ff =

y, so that.

nl? " ^[r' -,,
Now we must compute

have

Folk math

In our own place, the carpenters use an

age-old technique to compute the length

ofthe diagonalofa square. For example,

suppose we want to find the diagonal of
a square with the length ofeach side 48.

(i) Divide 48 into l2 equal parts:

t)

(ii) Subtract two parts of it from 48:

48-(2x4)=40.

(iii) Take halfofthis: 40t 20.

(iv) Add this to 48 : 48 + 20 = 68

This number 68 is taken as the length of
the diagonal"

We know that the actual length of the

diagonal is +sJt and this is

approximately 67.88.

Does this work for all squares?

If we take the length of the side

and do these computations, we get

And we have noted that

17 -.---
12 = 1.41bb...

in our discussion on the Babylonian
technique.

Many methods, old and new, offinding
approximate values of square roots can

be found in the web-page

en.u ik ioed ia. o rgy'w il i,A4 eth o d s of comput-

ing sqlalq laallq

as ir

1',7

nx.

fer

Thus we see that

r^ t) f 
-Vx' x r/y- - Vx-v-



Irrational in a tiangle

The number f arises from a square.

The number .[ comes from an

equilateral triangle.

Consider an equilateral triangle, each of
whose sides has length 2.

What is the length of its altitude?

Since the left and right sides are equal,

the altitude through the top vertex bisects

the bottom side:

So, by Pythagoras Theorem, the altitude
is

What is the altitude of an equilateral
triangle, each ofwhose sides has length

x? What about its area?

What about square roots ofnumbers which are not perfect

sqrxres?

For example, is it true that 
"0. " "E 

= .lA t

Before posingthis questiorl shouldn't we explain the meaning

of ^ljx..lj?
We know that the approximate values of vt are1.4,1.41,

1, .414, . .. and that the approximate values of J3 arc 1.7 ,

1.73,1 .132,. . . . We find the products of these approximate

values and see,lo what number they get closer and closer

This number is defined to be the product !e x .rE .

Let's do this using a calculator:

So, the approximate values of "lj x Jj are 2.3, 2.43,

2.449, 2.4493, 2.44948, . . .

Decimal

nlaces "5
J: Products

1

2

3

4

5

1.4

1.41

r.414

1..4142

1.41421

1.7

r.t)

1..732

r.7320

1..73205

2.3

2.43

2.449

2.4493

2.44948

Let's find the squares ofthese products also:

Decimal

nlaces
't5 .u6 Products Squares

1

2

)

4

5

1.4

1.4r

1.414

1.4142

1.4r421

r.7

)..t)

1.'.732

r.7320

1.7320s

z.)

2.43

2.449

2.4493

2.44948

s.90

5.997

5.9990

5.99995



These squares get closer and closer to 6. So, they are

approximate values of .,/6 . Thus we have

Ji"Jj-"G'
In a way, this is not very surprising. We know that the square

of a product ofrational numbers is the product ofthe square

In algebraic language, (ab)2 = (r1v b2. So, we have

(\.4 x 1.1)'z = (1 4)'?x (1.7)'?

(1.41 x 1.73)'? = (1.41)'? x(\.73)'1

(1 .414 ,1.732y i1.414.)'/x 1i.732.1/

and so on. ln these, the numbers,

(1.4),, (1.41),, (1.41 4),, ...

get closer and closerto 2 and the numbers

(1.'1),, (r.7 3)1, (1.7 32)" ...

get closer and closer to 3. So their products get closer and

closer to 6. Thus the squares ofthe products

1.4 x 1"'7, 1.4\ x 1.73, 1.41.4 x 1.732, ...

get closer and closer to 6. In other words, these products

approximate ]6 .

Thinking along these lines, it is not diflicult to see that for any

two positive numbers:r andy,

J'"'E=J,y
For example, .f ,.,[ =.,G

In the reverse direction, we can also write lor example

2.r, = {4".rq= um

In such products, sometimes the product may be rational,

even ifthe numbers multiplied are irrational. For example

Jj ^ '[n- v/r'r8 - vG - 6

/r /r /r r ,ti r

!l"V;=V:"q-Vq-:

hrotionol l{umbors

Meaning of multiplication

Vultiplication ol natural numbers is

defined as repeated addition. For
example,2x3-3+3.

Multiplication of any rational number by
a natural number has the same meaning.

ltl
Forexample2t j-i * i.
But the multiplication ofa flaction by a

fraclion cannot be given this meaning.

rl
We har e seen in Class 6 rhat 7 ' 1 is

]I
defined as j of ,.
In short, the symbol x is used with

1l
diflerent meanings in 2 3 and 2 < -r .

Multiplication of inational numbers like

,lj ^d Jj is defined in a way different

from both these.

ier i



Irrational areas

In Class 5, we saw that ifthe lengths of
the sides of a rectangle are natural
numbers, then its area is the product of
these numbers; in Class 6 we saw that
even if the lengths of the sides are

fractions, the area is the product of
numbers. What ifthe lengths ofthe sides

are irrational?

For example, for a rectangle with sides

.,[ and ./2 , is the area equal to

"E " "E?
Think of rectangles with the lengths of
the sides equal to the decimal

approximations of u! and u[, such as

(r.7,1.4), (t.73, \.41), (1.732,1 .414) and

so on.

Since these are rational numbers, the

areas ofthese rectangles are the products

of these pairs. We saw that these

products are approximations of ll .

In otherwords, as the lenglhs ofthe sides

get closer and closer to {5 and !5,the
areas ofrectangles get closer and closer

to ,[ . So, the area ofthe rectangle with

sides u! and J2 is,6

Thus the area ofa rectangle with lengths

of sides inational, is also equal to the

product ofthe sides. The areas ofother
polygons such as triangles are computed

in terms of areas of rectangles. So, for
such figures also, we can use our old

fomulas for computing areas, even if the

lengths involved are irrational numbers.

Now some problems for you:

. For each ofthe products below, find out whether the

answer is rational or irrational.

' .6 *.6

'"6:"'..,6
. .,6 t 

"/iz

'Jj"Ji
' rbir.,4i

Et iT!,' . 
V'J

Find the larger one of each pair below, doing the

computations in head.

.'tli7l741r, JaJZ

' 3.tE,2Ji
. 0s 6 n) /a

. Which is the largest of 2 J 6 ,3 Jj ,4 Jt ?

Simplification

How do we compute 
^fi 

?

We can frnd the decimal approximations, digit by digit, as in

the case of f ; or we can use a calculator or computer.

How about writing it like this?

.'6= 
"A;= Jq""E=2x"9- 2^fi

Ifwe also recall thaf uj - 1.414,,then we can easily find it
as

.rE- zr5-2.828

.lrrr

641

t.



Another problem: What is JS + Jtt ?

As seen just now, JB = Z"tD

Now look at .lg .

lnotionol Numbors

Jtt= 1s,z=.le v .12 = 3.12.

So, we find

.6*,4e- zr5.+ t{t-(z+z)1j- 5fi
Now using approximate values of Jz , *. can find

approximate r alues ol 5fr.

Like this, try these problems on your own:

. Compute the length ofthe diagonal ofa square ofside

10 metres, correctto centimetres.

. Without using calculating devices, compute the

following conectto two decimals.

' "4T* "60
. 

"lj* Jn + 
"En

' G8 '5i
' What is the total length ofthe line shown below?

Jz cm .,4T cm

A, B, C are three points such that AB = ^u\[ cm,

BC : .r98 cm, AC = JZ88 "*" Do they lie on a

straight line?

Geometric multiplication

We knou thar 2 J2 - G Jz - ,,6 .

We can see this geometrically also.

The length of the diagonal of a square

ofside 1 is l2

lr/ltVI
1

Let's put together four such squares to
make a large square, as shown below:

The total length of the two diagonals

together in this figure is ,[ r ,[Z =2,12

These lines together form the diagonal
of the large square. (Why?) So, by
Plhagoras Theorem, the length of this

line is 1t, +" - 16 .

v
v I

I

./5

2

Gar
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Irrational sums

We have seen that the sum of any two
rational numbers is again a rational
number. What about the sum ofa rational

number and an irrational number?

r,etx be a rational number and y be an

irationa-lnum ber. ff J + lisarational
number, then by what we have just noted,

y: (x + y) x must also be a rational
number. u hich is nol true. So. .rr + / i5

not a rational number

Thus the sum of any rational number and

irrational number is iffational.

What about the sum of two irrational
numbers?

For example, 2 + 
^1\ 

andz-.,[ are both

irrational, as seen now. But their sum?

(2+ .h )+Q Jt)= 4

Thus the sum of these two irrational
numbers is rational.

But the sum of some pairs of irrational
numbers is irrational. (Can you give

some examples?)

What do we see about sums of rational
and irrational numbers?

. The sum of any two rational
numbers is a rational number.

. The sum ofany rational number and

irrational number is irrational.

. The sum oftu'o illational numbers

mal be ratiorralor irrational.

From these we find that

For example. u hat do we mean by f ?

r;
so, 6v.)

by '.*/3 . We know that

/;r.
v3,vl-1:x;=r/2

Thus by the definition above, we have

"5J]

,,{'

Division of irrationals

We saw that 
"C " 

.ly - fi. f-ite this, is it true thar

"E tr"Ji = 
"|v'

First let's check lor squares. For any positive numbers rt

andl, we have

tr [Tx!/ =Vltl -/

-v
ti

17
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'F
How about non-square numbers? First we have to define

^Jx
the mearung ol Jt .

What is the meaning ofdivision for natural numbers?

6
For exam pe, we w rite j 2.sinceI,<2-6. In other

words. i means. the number which gives 6 on multiplicarion

bv3

a
Like this, i is the number which gives 2 on multiplication by

3.

means the number which gir es u[ on muJtiplication

x2

y2

2
J

' -lii$,."-; *..



hrotionol l{umbsrs

Generally speaking, we define

Ji on multiplication by f .

By the law of multiplication seen emiier,

It
J' as the number which gives

From this we have

Division and multiplication

We have seen that for different kinds
of numbers like natural numbers,
fractions and irrational numbers, the
meaning of multiplication is different.

But for all these. the mean ing of dir ision
is the same. For any kind ofnumbers x

andy, the meaning of j isthatitisthe

number r.r hich gives ron mu ltiplication
bv v.

So, whatever kind ofnumber x be, the

I
mean ing of - is thar it is the number

which gives ion multiplication by,x.

Now, for any two numbers,r and.1,, we
have

1r
(,x x t)xy =,-.x(lxt)

-'r x I

:"I

From this we see, by the definition of

t . that

Thus division is a particular case of
multiplication.

It'"r- t

Jx fx
Jr=t,

Let's do some problems using this.

. The length ofthe diagonal ofa square is l metre. Find

the length ofits side correct to centimetres.

Look at this figure:

Denoting the length ofthe side by

r metres we have

x2+x2 =7
by Pl.thagoras Theorem. That is,

2x'? = 1, which giu", 
"z 

= j . So,

lt

'= i,
By what we have seen about the square root ofa quotient,

we get

r9

.tr

/tt
,12

I
Now how do we find ,5 ?

One method is to compute h'iA andsoon'
I

1.4'



Geometrical division

We can also see that

geometrically.

Jt_[
? \2

We start with a square of side 1. The

length of the diagonal of this square is

t:
J2 and so. hall-the diagonal is f .

z
1

Now if we draw perpendiculars from the

midpoint ofthe diagonal, we get a smaller

square.

The length ofa side ofthis small square

l
is 5. So, by Pyhagoras Theorem, the

lenlth ofits diagonal is

Thus we see that
.lz I) -\2'

There is an easier method. We know that

L?2- 4

So,

trE
vj * vt correcr ro

-It lz t2 Jz!z -V+ Jc - 2

Now using 
^,6 = 1.414., we can find

f Ji ^tttaVz _ .i = 2 _u./u/

Thus the side ofour square is about 71 centimetres long.

. Using u\ = t.l3Z, compute f up to three decimals.

We first write

! E ,5 .'5 .,i'
J:=Vi=Ve=v6=;

and then use ]3 - L732 tofind

t=J: =t.7.32 _o.stl
VJ J J

Now do these problems:

. Using u[ . t .r:2. find ,f conect to three decimals.

. Using Jg -:.16z,comp"t" !t.L correct to three

decimals.

Using ]6 = 2.449, caloulate

three decimals.

' Compute fi -
I

E up to two decimals.

r': ...:tt,


